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Trio signs million kronor deal with Telenor Mobil

Trio has signed an order worth several million SEK for capacity expansion of
”ProffNett”, Telenor Mobil’s mobile office solution for the Norwegian
corporate market. The order is for Trio Mobile Office, a concept for mobile
operators that enables customers to switch, either partly or completely, from
fixed to mobile telephony.

ProffNett is a part of Telenor Mobil’s portfolio of value-added services aimed at
corporate customers. The order enables Telenor Mobil to satisfy the needs for the
growing amount of ProffNett users.

”Here at Trio, we share Telenor’s delight at the success they have recorded with
ProffNett. Trio’s order is a direct result of this success", says Sverker Hannervall,
CEO of Trio.

Trio Mobile Office enables either a direct or a gradual transition from fixed to mobile
telephony and is available as a service from mobile operators. It is installed as a
turnkey solution by Trio in the operators’ networks.

For further information contact:

Sverker Hannervall, CEO, phone no +46 (0) 730 66 88 23

About Trio
Trio is a telecommunications company that develops call handling systems for companies, enabling
them to improve both internal efficiency and customer service levels. Around 2,000 systems have
been delivered in the Nordic region, mainly to large and medium-sized companies. Trio’s customers
include five of the leading Nordic mobile operators. Trio operates in Sweden, Finland, Norway and
Denmark within two divisions. Trio Mobile Office Division offers products within Trio Mobile Office that
includes a complete transition from fixed to mobile telephone. This is subscribed to as a service from
mobile operators and can also be a part of Trio’s integrated telephony. Trio Enterprise Division offers
Trio PresentOffice that includes integrated telephony and advanced call and message handling and
Objecta TeleVoice that includes solutions for call centre systems, interactive voice response systems
and contact centre solutions.  The Trio share is listed on the O list of the Stockholm Stock Exchange.
For further information, please visit: www.trio.com


